
SONG DOG ADVENTURE SERIES
“Fans of Katherine Applegate’s The One and Only Ivan 
will greatly enjoy this book, as will all animal lovers. 
Highly Recommended.”  — CM Magazine

“Readers will find themselves cheering for Pica and 
Scruff as they search for home and forge an unlikely 
friendship. A must-read for fans of Pax, The One and 
Only Ivan, and The Crickets in Times Square.”
— Bobbie Pyron

MIDDLE GRADE FICTION FOR AGES 9–12

9781459744295 • Available

SECRETS OF THE SANDS SERIES
“A satisfying adventure for ancient Egypt’s many fans.”  
— Kirkus Reviews

“The Lost Scroll of the Physician will delight middle 
grade readers with its history, its setting and, most of 
all, its gripping adventure and mystery.”
— CanLit for Little Canadians

9781459744325 • Available

9781459744714  • Available 9781459748255 • SEPTEMBER 2021

9781459745933 • Available

“Jennifer Maruno brings emotional 
range and tension to her sensitive 
and thoughtful historical fiction...” 
Quill & Quire

9781459746060  • Available

Silver Birch Fiction  
2021 Nominee

9781459744936 • Available

Book 4 of the Great Mistake 
Mysteries by Sylvia McNicoll

9781459743106 • Available

Book 6 of the Weird Stories 
Gone Wrong series
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https://www.dundurn.com/books/lost-scroll-physician
https://dundurn.com/books/street-shadows
https://www.dundurn.com/jigsaw-puzzle-king
https://www.dundurn.com/books/desert-prince
http://www.dundurn.com/books/lost-shadow
https://www.dundurn.com/books/Until-Niagara-Falls
https://dundurn.com/books/diamond-mistake-mystery
https://dundurn.com/books/quinn-and-quiet-quiet


YOUNG ADULT FICTION FOR AGES 12+

9781459746817  • Available

METAMORPHOSIS DUOLOGY
“A unique, gripping, engaging book by a voice that the 
genre has been waiting for.” — Seanan McGuire, 
author of the Wayward Children series

“A raw and chaotic force of magic.” — Kirkus Reviews

“Explores the queer potential of witches to evoke 
themes of difference, chosen families, and becoming 
one’s true self in worlds both magical and mundane.” 
— Quill & Quire

9781459746848  • MAY 2021

9781459747586  • APRIL 2021 9781459747524 • AUGUST 2021

THE LIFE AND DEATHS 
OF FRANKIE D.
Frankie’s past is a mystery. Her 
recurring dreams of a hundred-
year-old circus side show just may 
hold the key, but when she sees the 
performers in real life, she has no 
idea what to believe. Are the dreams 
Frankie’s way of working through 
trauma, or something more sinister 
at play?

SISTERS OF THE 
WOLF
Can two Ice Age teens separated 
from their tribes overcome their 
differences to outwit their pursuer 
and survive the unforgiving wilds?

9781459747432  • JANUARY 2021 9781459746183 • FEBRUARY 2021

DRONE CHASE
“Pam Withers delivers a taut, 
well-crafted story that’s sometimes 
funny, often suspenseful and always 
gripping.” — David A. Poulsen

“Middle and high school students will 
appreciate this fast-paced adventure 
tale for the action alone.” 
— VOYA, for Tracker’s Canyon

NOTHING BUT LIFE
“Brent van Staalduinen has once 
again created an unforgettable 
character and voice. A gentle and 
yet razor-sharp look into what 
hurts and heals us, filled with a 
wisdom that permeates every 
sentence.”
— Amanda Leduc, author of 
The Centaur’s Wife
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https://www.dundurn.com/books/girl-hawthorn-and-glass
https://www.dundurn.com/books/Life-and-Deaths-Frankie-D
https://www.dundurn.com/books/boi-feather-steel
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